PlanSURITY and ProCare Announce Distribution Relationship with Miller & Wade Group
November 9, 2018
The PlanSURITY by ProCare team is pleased to announce the appointment of the Miller & Wade Group to our
family of distributors.
Miller & Wade Group is a highly respected benefits advisory group and market operator with primary focus in
Utah. Speaking on behalf of Miller & Wade Group, Dental Benefits Director Matt Wade said:
“We’ve long wanted to offer a game-changing product to our family of brokers and clients in the state of Utah.
When Ben introduced what Q and his team were doing in dental, it only made sense to investigate further and lock
down this unique product for our clients and our representative partners.
We’ll add at least 1,000 companies from Utah to the PlanSURITY plan design in the next 90 days, and another 1,000
companies after that as we get through all our renewals together. We have relationships across the state with a
“who’s who” of business owners, benefits brokers and communities.
We take our broker and client relationships very seriously, and constantly search for best-in-class product to protect
them. PlanSURITY does that in a unique, powerful, transparent way. At every level, it represents a complete change
in dental coverage for the better. Now we need to focus on what will be a very intense enrollment process to move
that many employers onboard that fast. We’re excited to be part of transforming dental coverage and care for
everyone in Utah.”
Speaking on behalf of PlanSURITY, co-founder Qadeer Ahmed added:
“For us, Utah is special – it’s the home-base for so many providers who joined us from the very beginning, and the
dental sales superstars who helped make PlanSurity by ProCare the national leader of a movement to render dental
insurance a relic of the past. It’s been a privilege to watch Ben and Matt work together to figure out how we can
deliver the best dental benefits money can buy at affordable rates to the great people of Utah. We’re humbled and
honored to work with a fantastic partner in Miller & Wade.”
The Miller & Wade Group team is working with PlanSURITY to announce timing on the conversion of 1,000
companies in the state over the next 90 days, and a schedule of those transfers will follow.
To learn more about the best dental plans money can buy, please visit PlanSURITY’s website at
www.plansurity.com.

